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Good afternoon and a warm welcome to our Sunday Reunion.
This is Gina Langsfield once again welcoming you on behalf of the SAGB and wishing you and
all others, those on earth and in Spirit a Happy Mothers Day. For those joining us on zoom
today please welcome our medium Dorothy Young and our chair-person Karl Duncan.
Would you please join me in prayer
Dear God, loving Spirit
We ask today that love, light and a heartfelt thank you be sent out towards all mothers
whether in the physical or Spirit world and that special thoughts of love reach those on
earth still sadly separated from the children who want so much to be with them.
Amen
Reading: A heartfelt thank you
Today many of you will be feeling a mixture of emotions on the one hand we have a happy
day we celebrate with thanks and a special love that so many wish to show to their mothers.
On the other hand, we have that sober reminder that this precious time of year has come
round again and we are still in lockdown unable to enjoy any of the things we may long to
do so much.
Whether of course our mothers are on earth or in Spirit, and whether we normally celebrate
with them in the happiest physical sense or albeit in a more bittersweet way with them
beside us in unseen Spirit form. We may normally go for a trip or a meal or join with others
to toast them.
This year of course unless we are with our own household, when you are lucky enough to
have your support bubble close by none of theses things are possible still being socially
distant and with nowhere to celebrate open or legally available to us.
If your mother lives near you must be able to meet her briefly outside for a quick hello but
for many even this won't be possible and of course we need to remember especially those
breaking hearts whose mothers that have passed to Spirit during this past year some due to
Covid, to them today is particularly sad.
Whatever our circumstances, this Mothers Day will not be the easiest or the best agreed not
in the earthly sense but perhaps in the spiritual sense it may be very different because the
gift that we can send out in abundance this Mothers Day is the one she values most of all.
Love. Social distancing or dimensional distancing can't stop that, poverty can't
stop that, nothing can stop that.
Love is a gift no type of boundary can hinder, so we need to remember that if we can't be
properly together or if we celebrate together as we would wish, thoughts/scents of love will
reach your mother in the next town or the other side of England. They will reach her in Italy,
Bangladesh, Jamaica or New Zealand and they will reach her most certainly in the Spirit
world. In fact, probably we won't have to because she is more to have come to join you
on this side today if she always enjoyed a close relationship here and sometimes even if you
did not.
If we think of and need any Spirit person, we love usually they will come and mother
normally the most unselfish love of all will be first in the queue. So although lockdown may
alter the physical side of celebrations no power in the universe can alter the spiritual even
for those still here on earth.
Please God, next Mother’s Day our celebrations and our SAGB will be as normal and these
times will be behind us. But for now it is still a day to celebrate love, and love will find its
own no matter where on earth or in Spirit.
May God bless my own beloved mother and soul mate Lillian in Spirit and God bless all your
mothers wherever they may be.

On behalf of our manager Karl and the trustees, our staff, mediums, healers and of course,
myself Gina, trust in the full power of love and allow today even as it is, too be special.
And for those joining us on zoom back over to Karl Duncan.

Spoken and written by Gina Langsfield
Background Music – That’s what God made mothers for.

